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About This Game

"In Vitra" is a fantastic role-playing game with a turn-based combat system. It will lure you into the mysterious world of Vitra.

After years of relentless battles against horrible monsters, finally, peace seems to return to Vitra - when suddenly a strange
illness spreads throughout the land. When his grandmother is struck by a serious disease, young Noa and his friend Luke embark

on a quest for a cure. But their adventure turns out to be more challenging than they thought. To prevent the plague from
spreading even further they have to trace it back to its true origin.
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Together with the pharmacist's daughter Lee-Belle and the young priestess Billa Noa and Luke begin their perilous journey far
away from any human settlement. They have to face more and more fearsome creatures. And in the course of their adventure

the four friends surprisingly come across an even bigger secret.

Join our four friends as they venture deep into the lush green lands of Vitra.

FEATURES

 Experience a fantastic top-down role-playing game

 Hours of pure JRPG fun

 Immerse yourself in an exciting fantasy story full of surprises

 Embark on a dangerous journey and solve the mystery of Vitra

 Face dozens of lovingly designed creatures that inhabit the dark and unpredictable part of Vitra

 Learn countless spells and skills including a tier system

 Test your mettle with the challenging turn-based combat system

 Enjoy a fantastic soundtrack
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Title: In Vitra - JRPG Adventure
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
bumblebee
Publisher:
rokapublish
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8/10 (32/64bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo processor or AMD Athlon™ 64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics 4400 or more, Radeon HD graphics 5430 or more, OpenGL 3.0 or more

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,German
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Firstable, the Game is simply awesome.
Finally the Apocalypse out of the View of the Zombies!

A Big Issue, the 'World Domination' Mode got a totally broke Performance.
I walk with a horde of the hell of Zombies to the next Country. With the First Attack on a City, from the whole Land, there are
bombers, helicopters and rockets incoming. And this was the Beginning of the End. About 10 Minutes later i have to exit the
Game in reason of only single Images.
My Computer is nearly High-End, so the Game seems to take a large Amount of Resources.

Simply recommended the Game and hope for more Performance Tuning.
. Bought the game from release and was dissatisfied at first, but coming back to it again now, I actually really enjoy the sandbox
experience of this anno. It's still amazingly beautiful and it feels like the what if scenario if you did survive 2070. At its core its
still the same anno game as all the others, resource generation to fulfil population demands. Combat is a bit removed this time,
but makes sense as there's no multiplayer involved.

Overall, as the game is now, after all the patches and rework its a joy to play and I easily now lose entire evenings to it.. It's an
ok game - Grab it during a sale and you ain't doing something wrong. Great & fun game that deserves a waaaay bigger
playerbase :). Feels unfinished and cheesy, and that's not to mention the optimization issues. Sorry, no.. Game is awesome,
especially for early access. Hundreds of damn zombie games out there, rarely you get to be a zombie, but never do you get to
control a hoard! Finally that day has come. Definitely what I was hoping for!
It's got enough variety where, if you get a bit creative with the Rate you play them, you can use these for a wide variety of
genres! Lots of sound and music files. I got it on a 30% sale, and honestly I think paying full price would probably still be worth
it, especially if you work with this program a lot.
It's unfortunate it can't be legally used with RPG Maker unless you own the RPG Maker rites to these songs, but, fromt what I
understand, this does grant a commercial lisence for Visual Novel Maker -- meaning, if I'm correct, you can sell VN Maker
games that contain this music. Definitely look into it to confirm.
Which, yeah, that's all I needed!

9.5\/10! Really beautiful music! It's gonna be awesome to use!. I thought the game was fine before the update. Travel and gear
costs were reasonable, if you didn't have the dlc it was still a joy to play because the bite\/hook up ratio was fair enough to keep
you busy. Premium was\/is expensive, but if you played without it, it didn't really subtract any fun from the game (you'll just lvl
a little slower). What this game had before the update was large sociable chat rooms, loyal players who would pay for
dlc\/premium to support game, it was enjoyable, and an outstanding community. Now there are pay to play blocks everywhere,
the economic system in game has changed and made everything more expensive (I thought it was fine the way it was), only 5
people in a room together at a time now, hook up ratio is just low enough to make the game unenjoyable and mundain. I used to
genuinely love to play this game but it is now at the bottom of the 'totem pole' for me. Sad to see a game with such potential
ruined.. Ah, there it is. It\u2019s that lovely feeling of having played a genuinely great game.
While sadly lacking easy replayability like Paper\u2019s Please, I have zero hesitation to encourage anyone into puzzle and
point and click to give Obra Dinn a go. I am not spoiling anything, just play this.
Play it slow, take your time and savor the moments because I doubt you will experience anything like it again.. Looks like a
runner but feels more like a platformer, a hard and challenging one. You run to the right and try to not get killed by the dragon,
traps and enemies. While the screen doesn't move too fast, it moves at the right speed because you require precise movements to
not get killed. O yes, you die at "touch" and then restart.

Instead of mobile runners, it remembers me to the old nes mario games where the the screen was moving to the right and you
avoid stuff.

Pros
-The game shuffles the obstacles, which makes the game feel fresher but at the same time more challenging.
-The enemies have different attack patterns. Ones jump as soon as you land on their platform and strike you from above while
others are long range etc. Sounds simple, but with the presure of the screen moving, makes you think twice before approaching.
-Good value for the money
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Cons.
-It just released, has a few bugs but nothing game wrecking.
-Sometimes you get impatient and stick to the right side of the screen, only to be instakilled by an enemy. Some sort of notice
about what is approaching would be good.
-Maybe its a bug, but some of the traps and enemies could use some SFX

Veredict
Looks casual, but doesn't feel casual, buy it if you like challenges and want to burn some time, you'll enjoy it
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An awesome game, haven't beat it at the moment, though I am getting close. The game is so scary you almost have to play with
two people - one looking at the monitor and telling you when it's okay to open your eyes! The map isn't that large but it doesn't
feel repetitive or get boring. One or two bugs here and there but for the most part an excellent game - you can't go wrong for
three dollars! Best value I've gotten from a VR game yet!. The display won't mirror to the monitor. Just a black screen with
audio. Tried fudging it with the display mirror but the audio cuts when the main app is running in the background. Headset
seems to operate fine. Play on the vive with friends and family all of the time though. Kind of a major bummer for me.

EDIT

It's fixed. Thanks devs!. Cheap and good looking, just like my ex!. Pope is one of those folks who just...go in odd directions
with their games yet always seem to know where they're going. Sorta like Michaelangelo saying there's a statue trapped in each
stone block he began carving, these odd titles unlike anything else are just there and they're going to be good and he finds them.
Hence how we got a whodunnit-and-to-who with magical pocketwatch thingie in the days of wooden ships and iron men with
RotOD.

Did You Know: The ship Obra Dinn is a scaled down (in size and crew) real ship HMS Leopard?

The sleuthing in this is one where the game is training you to think like a detective in some ways and learn British ocean-going
shipping in others in a way that has you knowing cold what a steward wears, what a "lascar house" is, and how discipline works
on the high seas of the Georgian period. It never gets too obscure (although the final stretch involving many, many English,
Chinese, and Russian sailors being sorted out by minute details of ship layout comes close to being the "bad stretch" of the
game), and watching the game switch from watching gruesome fates to sussing out via process of elimination had me finger-
gunning the monitor like a joyous dork despite the morbid subject matter.. First off, it aint PUBG, it aint Fortnite or any other
fancy smancy popular a*# meta game.
Which is just one of the reasons I love this little gem,.

It could just be nostalga? Or even just a craving for something off the beaten track, whatever it is, I cant stop enjoying this little
beaut!

We have 4 player online!!! Great developers, constantly in touch either in Discord or replying to reviews, great to be part of and
alot of fun with friends, a real blast, GET INVOLVED!! DOnt be scared :)

Currently only supports 2 player online but 4 player co op locally and does suggest that 4 player online is on its way.
Its fun, it doesnt take itself too seriously but manages to provide you with everything u need;
Weapons? Check
Items? Check
Upgrades? Check
Multiple levels? Check
Varied enemies? Check
Zoom in and out? Check
Die over and over to weird pink goo? Check

Deathpit 3000 does exactly what says on the tin and for a fraction of the price you would pay for a AAA franchise, with loads
of replayability.

At time of writing this is available for \u00a33!! \u00a33!!!

Give this a chance, if only just to laugh hilariously!
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